
GT2007Hackaton
See  for official Cocoon  2007 information! See  for info on the Hotels, Rome is a very touristic place http://www.cocoongt.org/ GetTogether GT2007Hotels
and October is high season.

GT2007 Hackaton Day 1 Notes

GT2007 Hackaton Day 2 Notes

Pictures
(hopefully most of) this year's pictures will be at  last year's pictures are at http://flickr.com/photos/tags/cocoongt2007 http://flickr.com/photos/tags
/cocoongt2006

Links
It'd be cool to put up links at  : things discussed during the GT, links to presentations and blogs, etc.http://del.icio.us/tag/cocoongt2007

News and updates
On October 3nd and October 4rd, the days before the Cocoon  2007, there is a Hackaton foreseen at the Bioparco Foundation building in Villa GetTogether
Borghese, in the center of Rome.

The main idea is to use this page to hack together some agenda for both days, please make this a joint effort. We will have a huge room, which can hold 
easily up to 80 people.

The Hackaton will start on both days at 9:00 AM and ends around 18:00. There'll be food on both days.

Infrastructure and logistics
[SimoneGianni] There will be:

food
drinks
long tables
WiFi access
Some hubs for wired access (bring your own cable!!)
Plenty of power outlets (1.5 per participant)
Large whiteboard 

Other things needed?

a beamer
projector 

Hacking ideas

[ReinhardPoetz] : Starting a Cocoon marketing offensiveBOF

[ReinhardPoetz] : Java SitemapsBOF

[ReinhardPoetz] I want to work on the servlet-service-fw so that the Wicket servlet is served with the environment it needs.

[ReinhardPoetz] Discussion: What needs to be done, to really get a minimal Cocoon core? (I don't need dozens of components but they get 
loaded by default.)

[ReinhardPoetz] 2 short demos: How to publish docs? How to release a module?

[JeremyQuinn] Plan the port of Cocoon Forms from Dojo 0.4.n to the new 0.9.n (unfortunately lots of the API we used has gone)
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[GrzegorzKossakowski] I'm thinking about cleaning up dependencies in Cocoon core (somehow related to the Reinhard's discussion proposal)

[GrzegorzKossakowski] What about RESTful Cocoon Forms? What about creating really rich forms with JavaFX?

[LucaMarrocco] I'm interested to integrate Wicket and Cocoon

[DanielFagerstrom] Cocoon - OSGi integration

[LarsTrieloff] Integrating Cocoon and Tika

[LarsTrieloff] Integrating Cocoon and , involves JSONGenerator and JSONSerializerCouchDb

[VadimGritsenko] I'll bring presentation  (outlines some points on migration of existing Cocoon 2.1 applications to 2.2) and Cocoon 2.2 Classic
can show it. 

People attending
Please add your name if you're planning to come. Also note which days you'll be there: Wednesday 3rd or Thursday 4th.

Name Wednesday 3rd Thursday 4th Hotel

ReinhardPoetz yes yes any recommendations?

GrzegorzKossakowski yes yes Best Western Rivoli (sharing room with )LeszekGawron

VadimGritsenko yes yes Villa Mangili

SimoneGianni yes yes My own house

GianugoRabellino yes yes TBD

AndrewSavory yes yes TBD

LucaMarrocco yes yes TBD

DanielFagerstrom yes yes TBD

CarstenZiegeler yes yes TBD

Getting there
See Cocoon GT website
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